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1. Robin About Town 

Molly is a visual artist, photographer, facilitator and full-time wrangler of 
3 human-children.  She worked on this Corgi with Altrincham Football 
Club who are nicknamed "the Robins“.  They are currently members of 
the National League, the fifth tier of English football, and play at the J 
Davidson Stadium on Moss Lane, Altrincham.

Molly Major

Altrincham Football Club



2. Sir Stamford Sniffingtons Esq. (SILENT AUCTION)

Ruth is a fine artist whose practice centres around the human condition. 
This passion most often leads her to exploring notions of 'self' and 
manifests itself in many forms, notable drawing and painting – from life 
whenever possible.  Ruth worked with Stamford Park Primary School on 
their Corgi.

Stamford Park Primary School with Ruth Fildes

Altrincham Interchange



3. K-9 Carriageway

Jen Orpin graduated from Manchester Metropolitan University in 1996 
with a degree in Fine Art. She lives in Manchester and joined Rogue 
Artists’ Studios in 2000. As well as exhibiting UK wide and selling her 
paintings nationally and internationally, her work has been accepted into 
several Open Art exhibitions. 

Jen Orpin

Station House



Jon's work involves the creation of dynamic, contemporary landscape, 
seascape and abstract expressionist paintings, created in acrylics. His 
inspirations are a combination of personal visual matter, memories and mood, 
and he attempts to infuse his work with a sense of drama and atmosphere 
through bold and emotive colours, rich multi-layered textures and adventurous 
compositions.

Jon Joseph

Omni RMS

4. The Dog Formerly Known as Prince



Michelle Taube and Zoe Goldman have been friends for many years and 
have a mutual appreciation of each other’s work. Merging Zoe’s 
background in design and Michelle’s expertise in painting and illustration, 
the two have now collaborated to for Printed Goat which provides 
bespoke, interactive artwork at affordable prices.

Printed Corgi

Workshop Marketing

5. Printed Goat



Michelle completed a degree in illustration at Manchester Metropolitan in 
2004, where she specialised in watercolour painting.  She is well-known for her 
watercolour paintings, often street scenes, and their recognisable ‘washy’ 
style. It was one of these works that won her IJAYA Young Artist of the Year in 
2007, giving her the opportunity to exhibit at Christie’s Auction House in 
London.

Wellington School with Michelle Taube

The Hive by VH Interiors

6. Lady Wellington (SILENT AUCTION)



Mandy Cooke, Eileen Smith & Mike Shaw

Altrincham Garrick Playhouse

The Corgi has been designed by three members of the Garrick team -
Mandy Cooke, Scenic Artist, Eileen Smith, Deputy Front of Manager and 
Mike Shaw, Head of Wardrobe.

7. Sondheim



Hayley is a contemporary artist who likes to work in acrylics and 
mixed media.  She worked on this Corgi with Brentwood School, 
which is a special school and community college meeting the 
needs of young people with SLD, PMLD, autism and complex 
needs.

Brentwood School & College with Hayley Jeffers

Best Western Cresta Court Hotel

8. Queenie of Brentwood (SILENT AUCTION)



Karen is an architect and urban sketcher.  She enjoys 
designing buildings and drawing them. She is a 
champion of hand sketching.

Karen Jones

Calderpeel Architects

9. ERos



JCC is a Poet; Movie star; Rock star; TV and radio presenter; Comedian; Social 

and cultural commentator. Britain's best loved and most important 

performance poet.

Jo Cushing, who has worked on his Corgi, originally trained as an architect 

before her career as an artist.  She is CEO of Inch Arts and teaches life drawing. 

Dr John Cooper Clarke with Jo Cushing

Dandara Living

10. John Corgi Clarke



Ron undertook a Open College of the Arts three year structured course in 

Painting in the 1990’s and since then has taken an active interest in abstract 

expressionist painting.  His work is influenced by many artists and movements 

ranging from the St. Ives abstract artists to the Scottish Colourists, American 

expressionists as well as many contemporary British artists. 

Ron Coleman

Informed Solutions

11. Frostie (after Sir Terry Frost)



Nicola Fernandes known as Fernandes Makes is an ambitious and fun 

Manchester based artist creating illustrative colourful and quirky handmade 

painted visual treats. Nicola’s artistic work knows no discipline as she explores 

her creativity with a very tactile approach.  She has worked on this Corgi with 

pupils from Altrincham CE Aided Primary School and the theme is fun, storytelling 

and growing.

Altrincham CE Aided Primary School with Nicola Fernandes

McHale & Co Solicitors

12. Wild Willow (SILENT AUCTION)



Broadheath Primary School with Andrew Stock

Bridal Path

13. Sir Bertie of Broadheath (SILENT AUCTION)

Andrew is co owner of stock&ford, and works in an 
abstract style with paint formulas created at his art studio. 
Andrew has been teaching art for over 12 years and is 
currently a college lecturer.



Brigitte Watkinson 

B&V Trading at Altrincham Market

14. Jazzobel

Brigitte was born and raised in Bavaria but now lives and works in Northwich. 
Having previously studied and taught languages she has recently completed an 
MA in Fine Arts and is now focussing solely on her art. Her practice incorporates 
sculpture, collage, painting, installation art, animation and photography.



Ruth Fildes

The Con Club

15. Corazana

Ruth is a fine artist whose practice centres around the human condition. Her 
passion most often leads to exploring notions of 'self' and manifests itself in many 
forms, notable drawing and painting – from life whenever possible, however more 
recently the utilisation of ‘found’ and more tangible objects have been the most 
fruitful in repurposing and expressing of strong emotions and ideas. 



Crabtree – A Royal Wordle

Mustard Diner

16. Barry Purves

Barry JC Purves is an OSCAR and BAFTA nominated Animator and Director, 
passionate about the art of film-making.  As well as his film work, he directs and 
designs for theatre and writes about, teaches and promotes the art of animation.  
His work is acclaimed internationally and has won many awards.



Dan Hancock & Gaz Farmer from This Mortal Coil

Hill & Hill The Jewellers

17. Ged

Together Dan and Gaz have a combined experience of 27 years in 
tattooing.  They have won awards at tattoo conventions across 
the world and have enjoyed the opportunity to show the beauty 
of classic tattoos on the Corgi.



Rachael Addis

Everyman Cinema

18. Queenie

Rachael is a contemporary painter based at Rogue Artists’ studios in Manchester. Her 
practice is fundamentally a mark making process in which she creates abstract 
landscapes by applying a multitude of painted layers and patterns to the surface of 
canvas and paper. Following her degree in Fine art, Rachael completed the three-year 
postgraduate programme at the Royal Academy of Arts in London. She is a re-emerging 
artist, following a break from painting she began to paint seriously again in 2018.



Annabelle Richmond-Wright

Homebird Interiors

19. Dookie (est. 1933)

Annabelle’s multidisciplinary practice visually communicates through the means of 
sculpture, installation, and performance.  She will often begin with an idea inspired by 
the observations and encounters of life and utilises materials or found objects based on 
their materiality, history, and contextual language.  Annabelle has recently won the 
Prize for the Manchester HOME and Castlefield Gallery Open Awards 2022 for her 
‘Alexa’ sculpture . 



Renee Alexandra Green

Rhode Island Coffee

20. Corgi Coffee

Renee’s coffee work explores the importance of heritance and acceptance 
through the defined strong smell of fresh coffee which radiates from her 
work.  She has reclaimed coffee as a devise which represents the transition 
from childhood to adulthood.  As a once called ‘coffee coloured girl’ this 
material is now an expression of her identity.



Carl Camera

Maskell & Josephson

21. doG save the queen

Carl is a contemporary artist based in the North West of England.  He 
uses calligraphy and his style focuses on the build up of pattern through 
repetition. Carl enjoys working on many different textures including 
concrete, metal and glass. He has used spray paint and marker pen on his 
Corgi.



The Hub with Jeppe Hein

Village Carpets

22. Hubster (SILENT AUCTION)

Jeppe is a Berlin based Danish artist. His interactive sculptures and 
installations combine elements of humour with the 1970s traditions of 
minimalism and conceptual art. The Hub are a community centre based 
in Altrincham, run and resourced by Altrincham Baptist Church and an 
amazing volunteer and staff team.



Liv Alice

County Galleries

23. Wilbs

Liv is a self-taught artist who loves creating jolly and uplifting acrylic paint 

portraits. Art is in her blood as her parents own County Galleries.  She has 

grown up exploring the world of arts through the gallery, which has 

encouraged her to develop her own skills and techniques. 



The Music Place with Mateusz Beznic

The Music Place

24. GiGi B (SILENT AUCTION)

Mateusz is a multidisciplinary artist based in Manchester.  He has worked 

with the Music Place on their Corgi.  The Music Place is an educational 

centre devoted to teaching music in an inspirational way. Their fantastic 

teaching staff and friendly environment make it the perfect place to learn 

an instrument.



Altrincham Society of Artists

Cheshire Tap

25. Sugar Lump (SILENT AUCTION)

Established in 1937, the Altrincham Society of Artists aims to provide 

local artists with an outlet for their creative energies.  With membership 

numbering over 150, the aim of the Society is to stimulate interest in 

drawing and painting in a variety of media.



Kim Hubball

Rankin Styles Interiors

26. Groovy Baby Yeah!

Kim is a freelance graphic designer and artist from Greater Manchester. 

Heavily inspired by her background in graphics, Kim loves to explore shape, 

colour and texture and is excited by the emotional response that can be 

achieved with the abstract. Her varied creative practice involves design, 

branding, printmaking, illustration and surface pattern design.



Laura Nathan

Delcor Furniture Cheshire

27. Coronation Corgi

Laura’s current practice sees the creation of richly dense energetic pieces of 

hand embroidery.  Influenced by tradition but with a contemporary twist Laura 

enjoys pushing the boundaries of embroidery and textile art.  She is a textile 

tutor at Venture Arts where she supports people with learning disabilities. The 

Corgi’s coat is inspired by the robes worn by the Queen for her coronation. 



Trevor Johnson

Full Circle Funerals Partners

28. ç 51

Trevor Johnson is a Manchester-based graphic designer. He started his career 

as a commercial illustrator and went on to become a freelance graphic 

designer, designing record sleeves and branding for Factory Records and 

Hacienda Nightclub Faç 51 which was instrumental in the creation of the 

Madchester music scene of the late 1980s and early 1990s



Bowdon Church School with Jen Harris

Oxford Road Cafe

29. Q (SILENT AUCTION)

Jen is a big lover of colour, pattern and boldness. She has worked in 
the Animation industry and practice art as therapy. She enjoys all 
forms of crafts, including glasswork, jewellery making and 
Decoupage. Her Corgi is a tribute to the Queen and a celebration of 
her love for her country and her beloved four legged friends. 



Trafford College

The Unicorn

30. Louis (SILENT AUCTION)

The Corgi has been decorated by the Trafford 
College Group’s art students.



St Vincent’s Catholic Primary School with Ellen Carnegie

Aura Music Academy

31. King Greenie (SILENT AUCTION)

Ellen trained at Manchester School of Art.  She is a Freelance 
Prop and Model Maker working across film, theatre, advertising 
and fashion.  She has worked with St Vincent’s Catholic Primary 
School on their Corgi.



Diane Bamford Billinger

Fixx Salons

32. Viv

Diane is a Manchester based artist and art teacher.  Her work 
includes paintings, collages and graphic design.  She has an 
exhibition at Inch Arts which starts on Saturday 4th June.



Samie Cain

Heritage Healthcare

33. Cyril

Samie is an abstract, impressionist artist. Using mainly acrylic inks, paints 
and spray paints, to create a vibrant and colourful floral paintings. A keen 
gardener, she is inspired by her own garden and the wider landscape. 
Samie studied at South Trafford College and The University of Salford.



Erin K Hague

House Kitchen & Bar

34. Royal Legends (a coat of arms)

Erin K Hague is a severely sight impaired artist based in Macclesfield. Her 

portraits of animals are often abandoned in negative spaces to reflect her 

tunnel vision (eyesight condition). Her Pop Art inspired artworks are 

colourful, dynamic and ambiguous.



Simone Cobbold

Traders Tiki Bar

35. Marquis Muddy Paws

Ceramicist Simone Cobbold studied fine art textiles at Goldsmith College London 

during the late 90’s producing 3-dimensional textile forms. Her move to Chester 

came upon finishing her degree and being offered an artist in residence post at 

Chester University. Simone now makes sculptural and functional ceramic pieces in 

stoneware clay but has a particular passion for making bowls. 



Tracey Hollis Rowe

Planit-IE

36. Royal Blue

Tracey is a Contemporary British Landscape Artist based in the North West UK, 
whose main subject is Wild Places & Landscapes. Her Compositions are created 
from memory, using expressive gestural marks to build layers, texture, negative 
space, and form. Intuitive mark making with palette knives and tools, using paints 
and mediums that are then manipulated until an image emerges. 



Jude Wainwright

Toast

37. Dog Quincey

Born in Sheffield in 1987, Jude now lives in Manchester. She received a BA Hons in 
Fine Art from Manchester Metropolitan University in 2009, and is  currently based 
at AWOL studios, Ancoats.  She is an active member of the artist collective 
10Strong. She combines traditional painting materials with bold, expressive forms 
of mark making, exploring topics of anxiety and self deprecation, while in turn 
exercising a form of self love.



Russ Meehan aka Qubek

Grafton Centre

38. Queen

Qubek is a Manchester based graffiti artist and muralist. His work can be found 
right across the city, including many walls and boardings around the Northern 
Quarter. His Mancunian Bees have been grabbing people's attention across the 
city for the last few years, but it's his giant tribute to the victims of the 
Manchester Arena bombing that caught the mood of the city.



39. Goldie

Alice Kettle is a contemporary textile/fibre artist who makes monumental 
figurative works. Alice is currently Professor in Textile Arts at Manchester 
School of Art, Manchester Metropolitan University. Her work is 
represented in various international public collections.

Alice Kettle

Ferrious



40. Lillibet

Kate and Alex are the artists behind Queenie, using a combination of 
dressmaking and hand embroidery skills, they have worked to make the 
outfit from scratch, by hand. Kate and Alex are from Sew Creative Studio, 
and independent Sewing School and Fabric Shop in Altrincham.

Kate Cheshire & Alex Nolan with students from Sew Creative

Sew Creative



41. Platinum Peace

Mike Waldron is a painter and printmaker, now settled in Bollington. He 
was born and raised in East Manchester during the 1960s and 70s, where 
he witnessed great social change, learnt about community, found beauty in 
dilapidation and became fascinated with people, music and nature.

Mike Waldron

TaxAssist Accountants



42. H.R.C. Timperley (SILENT AUCTION)

Melissa loves to draw the people and places she loves or finds 
interesting, as well as places and objects which captivate her.  
She likes the challenge of working in pen and the commitment it 
requires to every mark. She worked with 3rd (A) Timperley 
Brownies on their Corgi.

3rd (A) Timperley Brownies with Melissa Speed

Jardim Rodizio



43. Purple Reign

FutureFactories Studio founded in 2002, is the creative practice of Lionel Theodore
Dean. The studio is focused exclusively on 3D printing and the creative use of digital
design and manufacturing technologies.
Works range from limited edition gallery artwork to functional pieces. The
significance of the work is illustrated by acquisitions by MoMA, The Museum for
Modern Art in New York and DHUB, Design Museum Barcelona for their respective
permanent collections.

Lionel T Dean

Gran T’s Coffee House



44. Survivor (SILENT AUCTION)

Stroke Group with Jo Cushing 

Nerd

Altrincham Stroke Group provide help, advice and support to those who 
have experienced strokes. Jo Cushing, who worked with them on their 
Corgi, originally trained as an architect before her career as an artist.  She 
is CEO of Inch Arts and teaches life drawing. The Corgi expresses the 
confusion often felt by people who experience strokes.



45. Candy (SILENT AUCTION)

Oli Stanion, Moss Studio & Store

Informed Solutions

Oli runs Moss Studio & Store in Altrincham teaching pottery classes and 

selling local makers work. We also produce tableware for local 

restaurants, cafes and independent shops. Candy has been embellished 

with a mosaic made from recycled pots that have been left over from 

uncollected class work - giving it a new lease of life.



46. The Wandering Tail of Willbert Woofington

Nomadic Nubbins

Jake Shoes

With a focus on creating work which celebrates all of its imperfections, 

embracing lumps and bumps and making being creative fun, exciting and full of 

surprises! As we all know dogs love a good walk. A world of adventure and the 

chance to sniff everything in existence. That’s the inspiration behind this Corgi, 

a bright playful portrait of adventures with the doggos.



47. Max (SILENT AUCTION)

Blessed Thomas Holford Catholic College with Leanne Harris

Randalls Jewellers

Leanne is a paper crafter and artist with a particular 

love of animals and nature.  She worked with BTH on 

their Corgi. 



48. United Corgidom (SILENT AUCTION)

Oldfield Brow Primary School with Donna Nolan

Skanda

Donna is a contemporary painter and textiles artist. She 

worked with Oldfield Brow Primary School on their 

Corgi.



49. Athos

Jamie Kirk

Orangetheory Fitness

Jamie is a contemporary visual artist whose practice 

explores the complexity of interwoven shapes and 

forms across multiple layers.



50. Anna Kay

Stephen Lynn

Bruntwood Works

Stephen is an artist, a popular well-known Warrington born, 

Manchester based artist, the creator of Dionysus Art.

Someone described his work as “pop art on steroids”, known 

for striking lifelike portraits with a psychedelic street edge.


